Dear Readers,

When Quin, our six-year-old grandson, called to ask us to pledge money for his school’s read-a-thon, we said yes immediately. Two weeks later Quin reported that he had read the most pages in his grade and came in second place in his school.

We were not surprised that he did well. His extended family grandparent gene pool includes two librarians, a first grade teacher and three avid readers. His parents were early adopters of ebooks and they stock shelves full of books at home.

Quin’s prize was a gift certificate to the local bookstore. We were surprised – and very pleased – to learn that once he picked out a book for himself, he used the remainder to buy a book for his four-year-old sister, Gretchen.

We know that not all children are as fortunate as Quin and Gretchen. Not all have reading role models and access to abundant books and great stories. Not all are challenged and encouraged to read.

Quin and Gretchen’s story is an example of what we do every day in the Foundation. We create opportunities to bring literacy, learning and library access to all. We seek out opportunities for children to discover the joy of reading and we seek out resources to fund new initiatives. And, we share that experience with all members of our community.

The KCLS Foundation extends the library’s ability to meet the needs of our community members, to be innovative and to be relevant to residents who have an expansive range of interests, languages and cultures. This annual report highlights the programs and activities for 2011. We have ambitious plans for 2012 and beyond that celebrate readers, writers and libraries.

Thank you for sharing—and for creating a community of readers.

Jeanne Thorsen, Executive Director

King County Library System spans 2,300 square miles and serves 1.3 million people through 47 libraries and an extensive array of online services and community outreach programs. In 2011, KCLS was one of the busiest public library in the United States, with 21.8 million items checked out. Of this figure, 446,870 eBooks were downloaded (a 355% increase over 2010).

It was a banner year for the library with 40.3 million web visits (a 30% increase over 2010) and 10.3 million people visited their local library. Residents signed up for 100,800 new library cards and a total of 970,141 people in King County have and regularly use a KCLS library card.

For its extensive work in anticipating and meeting community needs, KCLS was named Library of the Year in 2011 by Library Journal and Gale/Cengage Learning which noted: “The innovations and programs, the creative management of KCLS resources, the ability to stretch but still serve the principles and core values of librarianship, the strong public support, and the vision for the system’s future makes it clear that KCLS is more deserving than ever to be named Library of the Year.”
The KCLS Foundation provides funding for new programs that address community needs, for value-added resources and support that helps KCLS extend services in the libraries, online and through outreach in our communities.

In 2011, more than 200,000 children and adults participated in KCLS Foundation-supported programs. Here is a snapshot of activities.

Reading to and with young children is one of the most effective ways parents can support brain development and early learning skills. In 2011, the KCLS Foundation continued to support **Fiestas de Alfabetización**, which provides early literacy training to Spanish-speaking parents. The program involved 2,356 parents and children in a series of workshops.

To engage parents and in-home childcare providers, **Play and Learn** groups in the Foster and Woodmont Libraries involved 1,429 parents, caregivers and children focused on early literacy skills.

The KCLS Foundation provided support for the **Books for Babies** program. Public Health Nurses delivered 2,259 board books in English and in seven languages, early literacy DVDs and reading tips to new mothers in low-income areas of the county.

The KCLS Foundation provided additional funding for collections in the four **Library2Go!** vans. **Library2Go!** made 210 visits to daycares, senior facilities and community stops, serving 19,420 residents. The majority of the visits were to low-income in-home daycares, offering caregivers and young children easy and consistent access to books.

“I love coming here! I want to stay here all day long!”

A child visiting **Library2Go!**

---

Literacy: Creating a Community of Readers

Literacy is the entry pass to society, culture, and quality of life. These programs provide opportunities to enhance literacy for young children in our community.

Learning: Enhancing the Pursuit of Knowledge
These programs motivate the improvement of reading and comprehension skills and encourage the joy of learning.

The popular Summer Reading Program, One World, Many Stories attracted 45,540 young readers and rewarded 23,380 halfway prizes and 20,046 final prizes for participants who reached their 1,000-minute goal. In addition to general support, the KCLS Foundation provided funding for the grand prizes and funding for buses to bring 3,076 summer school students to libraries for summer reading programs and activities.

Reading skills are vital to academic achievement, especially in the early grades. Ready, Set, Read! challenges kids to set goals and establish the reading habit. Eighteen school districts promote the program in elementary grades. In 2011-12, the Foundation provided 15,770 books to students who completed their 400-minute goal, a 22% increase over the previous school year.

You Choose the Next Newbery is a literature-based program that encourages school age children to read, evaluate and talk about their favorite books of the year, then vote for a KCLS winner. The Foundation funded buses to bring the classes to the presentation event and books for class teams, which involved 290 students. Students, teachers and parents embrace the program, commending children's librarians for reaching out to students beyond library buildings.

The Global Reading Challenge combines great books and quiz show questions in a fun and fast-paced contest. In 2010-2011, 1,841 fourth-and fifth-grade students on 263 teams from 53 schools in 12 school districts competed in these “battle of the books” competitions. The Stocker Foundation and the KCLS Foundation provided the books for the teams. The program encourages students to work together as a team and the competitions are spirited, with the motto “You Always Win When You Read a Book!”

“When my younger child asked to join a GRC team, I wasn’t sure how it would go, but said, ‘Sure, let’s go for it! We’ve read books together, and she’s done fabulously! It’s SO cool to see a competition based on books.’”

Parent, Auburn Library

“Because of your support, my class engaged in rich and meaningful discussions, eagerly shared their opinions and questions and literally dove into quality literature with an eagerness that brought smiles to my face and the faces of their parents! The children read, analyzed, critiqued and evaluated eight novels and made deep connections to other novels and their own lives.”

Deborah Fullerton, Moorlands Elementary School

Global Reading Challenge winning team St. Thomas School of Medina.
In 2011, 8,395 teens read 23,185 books in the Read 3, Get 1 Free program. For each set of three reviews, a teen selected a free book as a reward. The KCLS Foundation also provided prizes for the Read • Flip • Win contest, which involved scores of teens who filmed book reviews and trailers.

Students seeking help with homework can visit Study Zones at 36 libraries with in-person and online tutors. In 2011, more than 300 volunteers contributed 13,401 hours and tutored 9,350 students in Math, Science, Social Studies, English and Reading. KCLS offers the largest volunteer homework help program of any public library in the United States.

Of the 48% of the students who attend Study Zone two or more days per week, 90% reported that Study Zone helps them complete their homework assignments, 66% reported improved grades and 64% felt more confident about their school work.

In 2011, the KCLS Foundation funded SAT prep classes and workbooks for 88 students in South King County.

The KCLS Foundation provided funding for the Life After High School series, giving teens and their families the tools to help make decisions about their future. The KCLS Foundation hosted 16 of the 63 programs, which drew 240 teens and parents.

Reading is transformational. The KCLS Foundation and the King County Library System launched Take Time to READ, a three-year initiative to help residents encounter reading opportunities and materials and in unexpected places. Reading chairs and Quick Reads shelves were placed in community venues and stocked with materials. Book cover posters appeared in 15 communities. Gift of Time cards were distributed and adults participated in a Winter Reading Program.

Take Time to READ was honored with the Urban Libraries Council Innovation Award, the prestigious John Cotton Dana Award from the American Library Association and a PR News Platinum Public Relations Award.

"Both of my teenagers did the test prep and attended the scholarship/financial workshop. My daughter received scholarships and her FAFSA resulted in a financial package that should cover all the rest of her first year expenses. My son’s expenses have been minimal because of his FAFSA and financial aid package. Thank you for helping them plan and focus on what they needed to do.”

Kathleen Rojas, Kent
The KCLS Foundation co-hosted the Flavors of the World Cultural Fair at the Federal Way Library, which brought together several hundred people and numerous community partners. The event featured a dazzling display of world flags and dance, food, music and story times from several countries and cultures.

The KCLS Foundation provided funding for Literacy Toward Citizenship classes in the libraries. More than 400 immigrants attended classes and received free workbooks in preparation for the US Naturalization Test.

Funding from The Tateuchi Foundation provided support for Job Search Basics, an extensive array of online videos, resources and contacts in English, Spanish, Chinese, Somali and Vietnamese.

Libraries are gathering places and the KCLS Foundation welcomed more than 500 visitors to preview events at the new Kenmore Library and at the remodeled and expanded Lake Forest Park and Newport Way Libraries.

The KCLS Foundation sees significant value in encouraging a new generation of libraries and provided four Scholarships for KCLS staff members seeking their masters’ degrees in library and information science.

The KCLS Foundation presented awards to members of the Friends of the Library Groups and hosted 140 guests at the annual Friends of the Library recognition event.

The annual Literary Lions Gala event welcomed 450 guests, featured keynote author Vince Flynn and emcee Nancy Pearl and lauded the outstanding work of 30 local authors. The event also showcases KCLS programs, buildings and services.

Libraries Transform Lives

Libraries are wondrous places to explore, with miles of books and an abundant array of resources to excite minds with ideas and information. Libraries provide opportunities for our family, friends, colleagues and neighbors to access vital resources to launch new projects and businesses, chart new career paths and to help us find our way in these challenging times.

Libraries change—and transform—lives.

The KCLS Foundation celebrates two decades of funding innovative programs, community activities and special collections and we look forward to launching new initiatives. Thank you for your support.
Our Vision

A community of avid readers and eager learners served by a public library that offers abundant learning opportunities for everyone. A community of lifelong learners that turns to and relies on the public library for inspiration and information. A library that overflows with intellectual adventures, innovative programs and incredibly easy access to information. A library that is a vibrant and relevant component of our community.

Our Mission

The King County Library System Foundation promotes literacy, learning and libraries by providing support beyond public funding for initiatives and resources that enable the King County Library System to better serve the needs of our community.

Your Gifts Support Your Library and Your Community


The KCLS Foundation receives designated workplace gifts through the Coalition for Charitable Choice, King County Employee Giving Program, King County Library System Workplace Giving Campaign, Microsoft Giving Campaign, TRUIST, United Way of King County and Washington State Combined Fund Drive. We greatly appreciate this community support for literacy and lifelong learning.

The KCLS Foundation welcomes gifts of cash and pledges, honor and memorial gifts, in-kind gifts, stocks, bonds, bequests and planned gifts.

In 2011 the Foundation received $1,142,954 in contributions and pledges. The Foundation distributed $636,221 in support of library programs and activities and spent $472,405 on management and fundraising costs.

The KCLS Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Gifts to the KCLS Foundation are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.

The KCLS Foundation appreciates and acknowledges the generous corporate, foundation and community support provided through contributions of Board leadership, financial resources and in-kind services.

Leave A Legacy

You can transform lives by leaving a legacy for literacy, learning and libraries and by including the KCLS Foundation in your will or estate plan. Your legacy gift can benefit your favorite community library, provide future funding for books in the collection, ensure quality programming for children, teens and adults, or fund innovative pilot projects.

There many creative ways to fulfill your charitable goals. You can leave cash, stocks, savings bonds, real estate and/or life insurance policies. And, by naming the KCLS Foundation as the primary or contingent beneficiary of your retirement assets, you can provide for the future through tax-advantaged strategies.

We welcome the opportunity to talk about your dreams for creating a community of readers and learners. For more information, contact Cindy Sharek, Director of Major Gifts, at 425.369.3225, cjsharek@kcls.org or visit our website at www.kclsfoundation.org.
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Karen and Charlie Neff
Andrew Nelson
Jania and John Nelson
Patricia Nelson
Cheryl Smith Newman
Jean and Jack Newman
Nancy Newman
Newport Way Library Assn. Inc.
Jennifer Ng
Dai Nguyen
Abika Nimmakayala
Jill Nishi and Howard Nakada
Janice Nishimori
Anna Maria Fitzhugh, Chapter
NSDAR
Erika and Daniel Olson
Mary O'Malley
Michael and Bonnie Omura
Helen Oppenheim
Inger and Allen Osberg
Jean and John Osborn
Sachiko Oshio
Nathan Oshiro and Michiko Yoshimura
Peggy and Rick Ostrander
Gowri and Ramesh Pabbati
Praveen Palepu
Sandra Palmquist
Pete and Darlene Papano
Shishir Pardikar
Jacqueline and Brian Park
Mary Parrish
Kim Parsley
Stephanie Parsons
Kathy Partida
Path Wealth Management
Melissa Patterson
Lael and Greg Paul
Lenora Pearl
JoDee Pederson
Suzanne and Allen Peery
Douglas Pegors
Guangyu Pei
David and Patricia Pelter
Barbara Barbee-Pelzel
Gertrude Pemberton
Jacqueline and Thomas Pendergrass
Marlene Peng
Linda Perkins
Karen Perry
Lynn and Byron Peterson
Ellen Petre
Patricia Pfau
Herbert Pfeiffer
Walter Phelps
Carol and Orrin Phillips
Scott Pickard
Maria and Gary Pickering
Picture Book Originals*
Carolyne and Lothar Pietz
Terry Pile
Ruthanne and Leland Pipkin
Minoo and Arnawaz Pithawalla
Jane and Gerald Pittenger
Ovidiu Platon
David Pkluda and Katerina Pkludova
Frances Posel
Susie Poth
Susan and Bill Potts
Kathleen Powell
Hugh Prentice
Virginia and Bruce Pringle
Linne Pullar
Mary and John Purvis
Q
Hamid Qaasim
Richard Qian
Linda Quan
Margaret Quinn
R
Rafn Company
Adrianne Ralph
Gloria Rand
Timothy Randolph
Ashish Raniwala
Heather and Michael Raschko
Irene and Jack Raskin
Kelly and Erich Rau
Reed Exhibitions*
Kristine and James Reed
Nathan Reed
Jennifer Reid
Lenae Nofziger and Rex Rempel
Michael Renc
Kathryn and Brad Renner
Michele Renz
Ann and Dave Reynolds
Rebecca Jane Ricards
Richard Hugo House*
Marlee and Michael Richard
Charlene and R.L. Richards
Jeff Richards
Mary Richards
Ilaina Richter
Esther and Ted Rickelton
Amy de Rie
Robert Riebman
Bryna Riley
Taylor Riley
Bernard Ritzinger
Sian Roberts Doty
Greg and Michelle Robertson
Thea Cooper and Stephen Rochester
Andrea and Piper Roelen
Pamela Rogers
Susan and Gregory Rolette
Steve Romein and Ty Cramer
Marian and Peter Rose
Patricia and John Rose
Lori Ross
Elizabeth Roth
Emily Routledge
Josephine and Clifford Rowe
Ann Rule*
Shannon and Paul Russell
Dawn Rutherford
Frank Rutherford
Keegan Ryan
S
Yoshiko Saheki
Julie Salazar
Katherine Sanford
Christine and Michael Sannella
Alena Sanusi
Kay Sargent
Anuradha Shenoy and Saleel Sathe
Pamela and Charles Scalise
Rita Schaab
Barbara Schach
Laurie Schepper
Dorothy Scheppke
Isobel and Gregg Schiller
Lee and Ken Schiring
Kevin M Schofield
Jack Schofield
Sally Schreder
Kelly and Andrew Schreer
Emily and Jeff Schrock
Judy Schroeder
Elizabeth Schubert
Terrie and James Schuerman
Morgan Schulte
Ann and Craig Schulz
Schwab Charitable Fund
Julie and Stephen Schuecke
Nancy and George Schweizer
Bronwyn and Brian Scott
Katherine and Leslie Scott
Kris Scott and Chuck Guerrieri
Paul Scott
Seattle 7 Writers*
Seattle Arts and Lectures*
Seattle Foundation
Diane Siel
Kathleen Seiter
Paul Sell
Mary and Paul Senio
Sue and Ken Seno
Fredrick and Deborah Sexton
Kathleen Shannon and Paul Lambert
Cindy and Tom Sharek
Alison and Barry Shaw
Burt and Doris Shearer
Christopher Shelley
Robert Shelley
Elaine Shen
Sandesh Shetty
Gail and Rick Shimerka
David and Danita Shneidman
Jane Shumate
Anina Coder Sill and Kevin Sill
Jean and Bruce Sillers
Helen Simmons
Dot and Cal Simonton
Kristin and Mark Simpson
Linda Simpson
Dori Sippel
Johannes Skarin
Pamela and Jack Skeen
Antoinette Slavich
Phyllis Sloan
Tanya and Charles Smeton
Caressa and Adrianus Smit
Betty Olthoff Smith
Christine and Scott Smith
Janet Eustace and Christine Smith
Loretta Smith
Sally Smith
Shannon Smith and Tom Hickey
Susan and Alan Smith
William Smith
Karen Snepp
Friends of the Snoqualmie Library
Lilyan and Donald Snow
Snyder Hartung Kane Strauss Architects
John Socha-Leialoha
James Solaegui
Valerie Spagnolo
Rachel Speaks
Marybeth and Robert Spector
Dr. and Mrs. William Spence
Lucille Spring
Jolanne and Jim Stanton
State of Washington
Claire Stauffer
Joanna Steele
Garth Stein
Janet and Clay Stephens
Belinda Stern
Denise and Bradley Stern
Alexander Stevens
Lindsey Stibbard
Shellie Stockfish
Diane and Larry Stokke
Marcia and David Stone
Doug Stone-Weaver
Jane and Marv Strasburg
Susan and Peter Struck
Gretchen and Adam Stuenkel
Paul Stutzman
Kavitha Nakka and Sathya Subramanian
Ko Sue
Kristin & Kyle Sugamele
Sumire Sugimoto
Akane Suzuki and Alex Rea
Norman Suzuki
Molly Swain
Stephanie Swane
Wayne Swanfelt
Krista Swanson
Victoria Sween
Elizabeth and Robert Swenson
Erik Swenson
Kam Szabo
Richard Szeliski
Linda and George Tady
Mary Tartarsky
Gazel Tan and Lew Thorson
Brian Taylor
Deanna Taylor
Marcie and Christopher Taylor
Ling Shen Ching Tze Temple
Penny Millar Thayer
Dorothy and Donnall Thomas
Kathryn and Daniel Thompson
Kathryn and Ian Thompson
Laurie and Bernie Thompson
Sarah Threlkeld
Linda and Havens Tipps
Hugh Tobin
Suzanne Tocco
James Tolin
Eden Toner
Tony’s Events and Catering*
Tournament Players Club Las Vegas*
Marian and Edwin Towle
Barbara and Peter Tracy
Cindy and Athan Tramontanas
Theresa and Keith Treat
Thomas Trimble
Jill Trohimovich
Robert and Frank Troske
Gail Trotter
Karen and Bill True
Valerie Trueblood
Cheryl Tucker
U
Barbara Jean Umphenour
United Way Snohomish County
V
Jean and Cyrus Varnum
Larissa Vassilieva
Manuel and Sahily Vellon
Village Theatre*
Cesar and Jean Vielmann
Vios Café*
Kashi Vishwanath
Jane and Don Volta
W
Mary and Don Wacker
Fay Wang
Yongqiang Wang
Ella and Joseph Ward
Jamie Warren
Washington Public Employees Association
Lisa Watanabe
Joan and John Watkins
Tamara Watts
Darlene and Laurence Weatherly
Cynthia and Edward Weber
Robert Webster
William Webster
Marsha and David Weil
Laurie and Richard Weinman
Kristina and Thomas Weir
Judy and Jerry Weiser
Judy and Morton Weisman
Harriet Weiss
Jeanne and Lawrence Weiss
Popular Northwest author J.A. Jance welcomed KCLS Foundation donors to her home for a unique event, noting that ‘KCLS is the best library.’ “Libraries have always been important to me. I grew up in Bisbee, Arizona, and every week I took the radio flyer wagon to the school library and brought home a stack of books. I’ve wanted to be a writer since I read The Wizard of Oz in the second grade.” When writing the J.P. Beaumont series, she frequently visited the Newport Way Library and heavily used the KCLS Interlibrary Loan service for her research.
Honor and Memorial Gifts

In Honor of Madhavi Challa
Siva Challa

In Memory of Nancy H. Charles
Roly Alhadeff
Donald H. Charles

In Honor of Sarah and Jay Davies and Family
Lavonne Williams

In Memory of Doris Gault Elliott
Linda and Len Elliott

In Honor of The Gorty Family
Sunitha and Murthy Gorty

In Memory of Edward J. and Karen Olson Forys
Mary Ann and Steve Mangiaracina
Georgiana Persichilli
Dianne and Rick Siegel

In Memory of Viviana Fratangelo
Patricia Dean
Joan Fischette
Pamela and Michael Fischette
Annette and Philip Johnson
Kathleen Martin
Yolanda and William Martin
Mary Ann and Paul Montemorano
Kristine and James Reed

In Honor of Henry Gabryjelski
Kristin Wold

In Memory of Enid Griswold
Julie and Albert Ben-Simon

In Memory of Ruth E. Hilby
Cory Hilby

In Memory of Vic Horgan
J. Trenholme and Gail Griffin

In Honor of Barb Johnson
Shellie Stockfish

In Memory of Helen and Marc Lawson
David Lawson

In Memory of Bernie McMahill
Sylvia Kuebler

In Memory of Karen Pegors
Burien Library Guild
Douglas Pegors

In Memory of Elvera G. Phillips
Julie and Albert Ben-Simon
Ellen and Ranesto Angeles

In Memory of Gheorghe Platon
Ovidiu Platon

In Memory of Francis and Earle Reuther
Alwyn and Samuel Chao
Charles D and Lila L Moore Trust

In honor of the Richmond Beach Library’s 100th Anniversary
The Friends of the Richmond Beach Library

In Honor of Beverley and Frank Seiter
Kathleen Seiter

In Memory of Richard Seltzer
Boeing Company
Berta S. Seltzer
Janet and Clay Stephens
Harriet Weiss

In Honor of Cindy Sharek
Molly Swain

In Memory of Oshio Shunichi
Sachiko Oshio

In Memory of Sharlee Spurgeon
Sibyl Bolkan
Christine and Scott Smith
Janet Eustace and Christine Smith

In Honor of Joseph Neal Underwood III
Michael Renc

In Memory of Elizabeth Vivian
Catherine and Norman Olson

In Honor of Robert Penn Warren
Carol Morrison

In Memory of Mickey Wentzell
Jim and Nancy Hitzemann

In Memory of David F. Wine
Doris Wine

The KCLS Foundation appreciates and acknowledges the generous individual, corporate and foundation support in our community. Just as library catalogers are sticklers for accuracy, we, too, strive to ensure that we have appropriately recognized all donors. We apologize for any omissions or errors in the annual report. Please notify the KCLS Foundation office of any corrections.